
This is a big whisky.

We’ve taken our already big, already peaty, already 
smoky malt Scotch whisky, The Peat Monster, and 
delivered it at cask strength in a double-size magnum 
bottle. Available only for a short time and only 
in this large format, it’s a unique opportunity to 
explore the complex balance of our usual Peat Monster 
at a higher bottling strength.

Availability
Cask Strength Limited Edition release 
of 2,000 magnums.
Bottled in February 2015.

Flavour Descriptors
Rich and full on the palete with complex earthy peat 
and smoke characters. Hints of citrus fruit, nuttiness 
and toasted oak.

Recommendations   
For the bold, this is an incredibly complex and 
warming whisky to enjoy at cask strength. We also 
find it fascinating to add small amounts of water as we 
sip a glass, admiring the slow evolution in taste as the 
whisky opens up its wealth of flavour compounds. 

Bottling Details 
Bottled at 57.3%
Not chill filtered
Natural colour
Available only as magnums (1.5l / 1.75l)

Whiskies are traditionally diluted to bottling strength with 
water, but with this limited edition release we have explored 
the intensity and power of whisky straight from the cask.    

Using exactly the same blend of component whiskies as our classic 

Peat Monster bottling, the aromas and flavours are similar but more 

concentrated and powerful. The marriage of Islay and heavy peated 

Highland single malts creates a warming spectrum of seaside and 

medicinal peatiness, along with smokiness, all surrounding a core of

fruity malt whisky character. 

Yes, it’s big. Yes, it’s peaty. Yes, it’s smoky. But like our classic bottling, this 

is far from a one-dimensional monster. We invite you to try it with and 

without water and see what complexities you can find. However you drink 

it, share and enjoy!

John Glaser, Whiskymaker
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